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Aranya Agricultural Alternatives:
ARANYA” aims to provide alternative solutions to the present conventional and chemical
agricultural practices. Since forest is the mother of agriculture, ARANYA is committed to follow
the philosophy of natural agricultural practices with focus on forest farming so as to take up
production without causing destruction to planet earth, enabling all life forms to coexist. ARANYA
strongly believes that there is only one law i.e., Nature’s Law and human beings should not
extract anything beyond their needs from the nature and also should return whatever that
remains unused back to nature, a law which can be stated as LAW OF RETURNS to increase the
ability of sustainable production.
ARANYA AGRICULTURAL ALTERNATIVES (Permaculture India) is an environmental and
developmental organization registered (No.1502 of 1999) under the AP (Telangana Area) Public
Societies Registration Act 1350 Fasli (Act 1 f1350 F). It is facilitating and providing services to the
communities, organizations, government and other national and international agencies since
1999.
Vision: Achieving Ecological and Sustainable Agricultural Livelihoods through Permaculture
farming for green globe.
Objectives:





To
To
To
To

empower rural communities on permaculture practices through capacity building
promote sustainable natural resource management
empower women, children, farmers, youth to have sustainable livelihoods
create environment awareness among rural community

Hands on experience- Projects & Donors:

c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
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b.

medium and 9 new minor irrigation sub projects in Adilabad district which is
supported by I&CAD Department – JICA in Phase-I, during phase II in Guntur
District in Andhra Pradesh.
Andhra Pradesh Community Based Tank Management Project (APCBTMP) in
Adilabad District which is supported by I&CAD Department –World Bank
Project.
APSIDC Social Engineering for defunct lift irrigation schemes made it functional
with community participation, which is supported by I&CAD Department.
Tribal Development Fund (TDF) project for development of horticulture gardens
for sustainable livelihoods of the farmers which is Supported by NABARD
Project Implementation Agency for Watershed Projects which is supported by
Commissioner Rural Development (CRD) – Batch -V
Promotion of System of Rice Intensification (SRI) in Adilabad which is supported
by NABARD from 2010
WDF and Indo German watershed projects in Jharasangam Mandal which is
supported by NABARD from 2003 to 2011
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a. Andhra Pradesh Irrigation Livelihoods Improvement Project (APILIP) for SWARNA

h. Village integrated planning in Jharasangam mandal Medak district which is
supported by UNICEF-MEDVAN

i. National Environment Awareness Campaign (NEAC) which is supported by Ministry
j.

of Environment Forest Govt of India
Project Implementation Agency for IWMP Integrated Watershed Management
Projects) which is supported by Commissioner Rural Development (CRD) for
batch 2013-14,2014-15.

k. Facilitating Social and Environment Management Plans for the Social Environment
Management Frame work (SEMF) as part of AP water Sector Improvement Project
(Nagarajunasagar Project) which supported by World bank project)

l.

Provided consultancy services for Fostering of Capacity building of Water Users
Organisations in NSLBC as part of AP Water Sector Improvement (APWSIP) which
is supported by World bank

m. Aranya was Lead Facilitating Agency for Andhra Pradesh Drought Mitigation
Project in Kurnool District Andhra Pradesh

n. Facilitated training programs to the livestock owners through Livestock Resource
Centres in Nellor District which is supported by Director AH Govt of AP

o. Facilitated capacity building centres for livestock owners in Krishna and Guntur
District which is supported by Director AH, Govt of AP

p. Natural and Human Assest Based livelihoods for SC community of Lingapoor
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Kadam mandal in Adilabad District which is Supported Department of Science and
Technology Govt of India

APDMP Project Deliverables by end of the project:
Supported by: Govt. of Andhra Pradesh

Andhra Pradesh Drought Mitigation Project (APDMP) main objectives are to strengthen
adaptive capacity and productivity of Agriculture and Animal Husbandry in the rain fed areas,
to improve the incomes of farm households and strengthen their resilience to drought. As a
part of APDMP project implementation strategy in Kurnool district, Aranya Agriculture
Alternatives is one of the Lead Facilitating Agency, is working with four Facilitating Agencies to
provide technical support in guiding the Project to FAs which in turn will support Farmers
Support Organization (FPOs) for effective implementation of the project. The project is covering
36 Gram Panchayats in 12 mandals of the Kurnool district.
The Project has three main components




Climate resilient production systems
Drought proofing through natural resource management and governance
Project management and lesson learnt

Project Objective:





To form institutions to act as a nodal point to streamline delivery of information and
services to all beneficiaries.
Improving community institutional capacity in understanding, mapping, measuring,
monitoring, managing and governing surface and groundwater resources



Enhancing and sustaining soil health
Timely supply of quality seeds of diverse crops locally adapted crops / varieties at
affordable price
Establishment of Community Managed Seed System



Animal Healthcare System, strengthening small ruminant production system



To improve the income and Family Nutrition in the poorest of the poor families in APDMP

 Securing rain fed crops and livestock against drought spells
To build upon the existing knowledge and skills of farmers and create a pool of farmer resource
persons

Total membership in 12 FPO are 6970 members with a share capital of 76.67 lakhs
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Formation of 12 FPOs and registered them under Mutually Aided Cooperative Society



All FPOs have been established CLICs (Climate and Learning Information centers) to
provide services, information, business and Market linkages. Each of the FPO has
appointed one CLIC operator and one Accountant. All FPO staff were provided training
on CLIC management and Accountancy.

12 FPOs are providing the following services :
 Providing services and input deliveries through Custom Hiring Centers (CHC), Bio
Resources Centers (BRC) and Community Managed Seed Systems (CMSS)
 b) Promote integration and farming system approach to improve productivity,
proﬁtability and
drought resiliency through Farmers Field schools and
Rearer ﬁeld schools
 Support entrepreneurs and facilitate access to the market.
Custom Hiring Centers: LFA Facilitated in establishment of 12 Custom Hiring Centers (CHC) with
allocated fund of Rs. 13 lakhs each to buy the farm equipment with 15% of the funds from FPO
from their share capital. The implements are given on hire to small and marginal farmers. The
total revenue generated by CHCs so far is Rs.22.52 Lakhs. One reason this business is doing good
is because it gives access to functional farm equipment at a lower cost than the open market.
Bio Resource centers (BRC): 12 BRC established, these BRCs are run by entrepreneurs selected
among motivated farmers, trained to transform local biomaterials so that they are able to sell
natural fertilizers to farmers. The Project provided infrastructure for the storage and
transformation process value worth of Rs. 77 000 each BRC.
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Community managed seed systems (CMSS) have been put in place to introduce seed
production so that quality seed will be available with FPOs and within the reach of farmers.
Breeder Ground nut K6 of 165 quintals was procured from Agriculture Research station. The
seed being expensive FPOs restored a local traditional system of seed exchange called Nagu.
Now farmers have produced 539.49 quintals of Ground nut processed seed in 8 FPOs its
foundation seed one, the cost of seed is Rs.8850 per quintal that comes to Rs. 47.74 lakhs, The
Seed is purchased by APSSDC and now the government is giving 75% subsidy to farmers. This
quality seed will be within FPO. Under CMSS we have procured 2200 quintals of Ground nut
truthful label from farmers at Rs.6400 per quintal and sold it to APSSDC at Rs.7100 quintal.
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Farmers Field school (FFS) sessions are conducted 2 times in a month in each FPO, where 30
famers are selected to attend the sessions for both Kharif and Rabi. the main focus on practical
learning to incorporate traditional practices with scientiﬁc methods for the farmers to
understand and practically do it in farmers ﬁeld, The methods and session dealt with various
ploughing methods, seed treatment, seed germination testing, diversiﬁed cropping systems,
row sowing, boarder crops, soil moisture assessment, rainfall measurement, climate sensitive
crops , weather forecast, pest attacks, weeding practices, etc...

Millet cultivation introduced by LFA, millets showed capacity to adapt to climate change. The
foxtail millet seeds area expanded from 30 ha to 193 ha 2314.6 ha replacing climate and market
sensitive crops such as cotton and groundnut. The total production is 16.2 metric tonnes.
Enhancing food security by growing kitchen gardens in the poorest households. 1200 Kitchen
garden kits have been distributed to POP families and women members Monitoring Kitchen
garden, it is observed that domestic waste water is managed, well maintained and giving proper
attention and adequate care.
Special efforts have been made to improve livestock production systems, providing to
shepherds and implementing a backyard poultry scheme targeting the poorest women.
Backyard poultry development through a health care system supported by 72 service providers
and 1200 Backyard poultry night shelters are established to interested POP families to address
the issue of poor survival of the chicks which are not protected properly.
Breed Farm Entrepreneurs (BFE) 12 breed farms have been established in order to develop a
local supply of chicks to POP families who already have some birds and also enough space.
There is a special focus on introducing local and climate-resistant breeds. The target is to
procure and distribute 6000 chicks in the different clusters.
Small ruminants is focus of the Project sheep and goats being well adapted to survive drought
and climate change. However animal productivity is low and mortality rates are high due to
poor access to support services and inputs. To address this issue, supplementary feed for
pregnant ewes and does have been distributed to 3360 sheep belonging to 420 shepherds. This
have been allowing them to produce nearly 2 kgs more weight in lamb at the time of birth than
not fed.
Rearer Field Schools (RFS) « Jeevala Badi » for shepherds community have also been
introduced. The main objectives are reduction of mortality and morbidity rates, improved
lambing rate, increased birth weight, improved body weight, reduced number of migration
days, through fodder security plan, production of elite ﬂocks, reduce in breeding through
breeding ram exchange. So far conducted 177 RFS events have been conducted so far,
beneﬁting 1555 farmers.
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As part of Natural Resource Management (NRM), to improve soil health, water holding
capacities in the soils, we have covered an area of 755 ha implemented, application of silt and
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Common range land: in the project area, need to develop common rangeland, for regenerating
grazing lands, restoration and reduce soil degradation and protection of these lands. So far
mapped 1943 acres This will promote small ruminant development by providing better grazing
resources and there by stop ﬂocks migrating. Submitted the proposals to MNREGS for greening
of the hillocks.

compost pits, to improve organic matter and soil texture, for a total cost of Rs.56.91 lakhs.
Besides the above achievement, awareness campaigns made to adopt integrated soil fertility
management techniques, such as silt or backyard manure application, sowing pulses, boarder
crop and have setup of compost pit to recycle crop residues as natural fertilizers. Further
prompted banning of use of chemicals in the ﬁelds, all the weeds which were removed during
weeding operations were dumped in the compost pits.
Farm ponds is a key action to build more resilient and adaptable to drought production systems
Farm ponds enable farmers to store water during the rainy season and use it on 2 acres of the
crop for life saving irrigation during the dry season. So far constructed 374 farm ponds of
20*20*3 size. This year, farm ponds enabled to protect around 500 acres of crops.
Water Governance, water accessibility is enforced through better management of water
resources at community level. So far data related to Crop water budget collected, the drainage
particulars, water storage in tanks, check dam and bore wells existing water availability was
collected, trend analysis about ground water status was discussed with farmers and crop data
was collected. In addition to this ground water devices are placed in CLIC ofﬁce that is water
level indicator and rain gauge. Apart for this we have conducted inventory of 337 bore wells, of
water levels, water discharge and quality of bore well with the help mobile app.
The other major intervention is ground water collectivization is to establish community based
organizations for water management. Ground water collectivization aims at avoiding the drilling
of more bore wells and convincing bore well owners about the beneﬁts of sharing the water
resource. So far able to identify 5 blocks in 4 villages, with a total of 25 bore wells covering 65
farmers, spread in area of 67.8ha.
Coverage area of Aranya Lead Facilitating Agency Kurnool-2

APARD

AARDIP

NYA

Dhone
Peapally
Tuggali
Aluru
Devanakonda
Aspiri
Holagunda
Chippagiri
Halharvi
Maddikera
Pattikonda
Kolimigundla

No. of GPs
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

No. of
Villages
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

No. of Habitations
8
8
5
5
8
5
6
5
5
6
5
6
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INTEGRATED SUPPORT SERVICES FOR HEALTH AND LIVELIHOOD
IMPROVEMENT PROJECT IN TELANGANA

Supported by: The Hans Foundation

Introduction:
In Bidekanna village, a medium size village in Jharasangham Mandal of Sangareddy district of Telangana
state, where dryland agriculture is the major source of income, Aranya Agricultural Alternatives (AAA) is
working with small and marginal women farmers towards sustainable livelihood strategies.. Farmers in
Bidekanna village are experiencing diminished soil health, reduced crop yields, and diminished capacity
of the ecosystem to provide goods and services upon which livelihoods depend.
Spreading risks through diversified production and diversified household livelihood portfolios enables
asset and consumption stabilization and asset accumulation; can provide a continuous stream of income;
reduces vulnerability to risk exposure and impacts (for example, seasonality and extreme heat); increases
resilience; and can increase expected level of income. Diversified primary agriculture is necessary to both
replenish the soil and enable diversified livelihoods towards better economic and environmental
sustainability. “Integrated Support Services for Health and Livelihoods Improvement Project in Telangana”
supported by the Hans Foundation.
Project Objectives:

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

To improve livelihoods of single women, small and marginal farmers
To increase farm income through regenerative agricultural practices
To improve living standards of small and marginal women farmers
To increase food and nutritional security

Plant distribution:
Fruit plants were procured from nursery and were kept ready at Aranya farm. After the first good
rain, all fruit plants were distributed to the farmers on 28th June and a short demonstration on how
to transplant the fruit plants and the pattern of mixed planting was shown. Beneficiaries who had
their own transport carried their plants to their farms and for those beneficiaries who didn’t have a
means of transport, Aranya has provided the project vehicle to take the plants to their respective
farms.
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29 farmers received 40 fruit plants that included Jack fruit, Mango (Benishan, Kesari, Dasheri, Jalal,
Mallika, Himayath & Venkat mango), Lemon, Pomegranate, Chikoo , Custard apple, Kala Jamun
were distributed. Field team had visited to see the progress of plantation and provided hand holding
support.

Farmers collecting mixed fruit plants

CEO explaing about transplantation of fruit plant

Watering activity:
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Watering activity for the first year’s plantation had continued until first week of June. Each of these
activities were monitored through WhatsApp group by project coordinator and the CEO. None of
the farmers came forward to share water due to ground water depletion. Aranya has provided water
for life saving irrigation for Regenerative farms.

Milch animal Distribution:

Total 54 cows have been procured till date, out of which as reported in last quarter report 7 were
dead. Pre corona all the beneficiaries have decided to place all cows at one place and run a
community dairy. As the cows shed is 1 km away from the village, during corona time restrictions
were imposed on all villager’s movement in and out of villages. Community dairy has suffered loss,
shortage of labor and immediate veterinary attention and treatment was not available. Looking at
the tough times, all women farmers have collectively decided to take their respective cows to their
home as they were not sure how long the corona lockdown is going to be imposed.

All farmers taking their cow home

Purre Poolamma with her pregnant cow sharing receipt for amount pad towards insurance
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Green Fodder Establishment:
Farmers who have established green fodder have expressed their happens in able to earn an income
from the fodder plots. With the successful last year experience, Purre Menamma and Byagari
Poolamma have come forward to establish fodder in another quarter acre of land this year.

Challenges to Implementation







Because of Covid lockdown, preliminary meeting with new beneficiaries with farmers was
delayed, as gatherings were to be avoided.
Due to the ground water depletion, water availability for watering activity had become an
issue as farmers were not willing to share their resource. So Aranya had provided water for
the whole season.
Crisis for labor to drive the vehicle for water distribution have arose and there was a demand
for high wage during the Covid lockdown.
Lockdown had high impact on milch animal health as timely veterinary support was not
available for treatment.
Looking at labor crisis for maintenance of dairy, farmers have decided to take care of their
milch animal instead of running community dairy.Monitoring and Evaluation Update

Stakeholder`s Participation and Cooperation






Stakeholder participation has been key for the whole project implementation.
All farmers are available of the filed from survey to making to execution of earthworks.
They have taken care of all the plantation and watering during dry spell
Last year farmers have oriented new farmers well about the issues they faced and the
measure they took to overcome the issues with wild animals.
Complete transparency from project staff to beneficiaries is being continued.



Last year plantation has been implemented in stony and hardy soils, this year farmers with
such lands were discouraged.
As cows are sensitive, farmers have requested to procure local buffalo instead of Sahiwal
cows.
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Lessons Learned

Covid Support 2021

Supported by: Lush Ltd

During first phase of Covid March- May 20, when lock down was declared , at aranya office and
Bidakanne villages 32 members lock down participants from Mumbai, Nasik, Badhrachalam , Rajasthan ,
Hyderabad - India from 12 countries.( Australia, Japan, UK, Nepal, USA, etc,…) During this period all of
them stayed at Aranya . We could able help them food and accommodation for all of them. Later we
requested LUSH to support for the lock down team; they generously agreed to use funds to provide food
cost for all of them. During this period most of worked as volunteers in the farm activities like harvesting
of fruits, cooking, cleaning, film making in the nature, sharing of experiences, listening of music, support
each other physically and emotionally.

Andhra Pradesh Irrigation and Livelihoods Improvement Project: Phase -II Guntur

Project covered for capacity building facilitating of the project. As per the ToR, the major activities to be
undertaken by the SO are activities of Participatory Irrigation Management and supporting the capacity
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ARANYA has been shortlisted by Water resource department Govt. of Andhra Pradesh as one of the
Support Organization (SO) to render its expert services in the APILIP II Project areas in YSR KADAPA district.
The SO accordingly signed agreement with the District Implementation Unit (DIU) headed by
Superintending Engineer of Irrigation circle – YSR KADAPA to render its services in the areas of community
mobilization and Capacity building activities under Participatory Irrigation Management (PIM) Component
of the Project for a period of 24 months i.e., FEB-2019 TO FEB 2021. The support organization had
rendered its services as per the guidelines and targets given by the PMU and DIU for the above said
periods. On completion of the Contract period the SO is submitting this Service Completion Support which
depicts the details of the activities carried out during the contract period. Under this project totally 10
minor irrigation tanks.
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Supported by: Govt. of Andhra Pradesh

building activities of line departments under component of Agriculture, Livelihoods and Food Value Chain.
The SO constituted the team with 5 members against 6 and after Orientation on Project by PMU the SO
initiated the field level activities in the project areas. 2. Participatory irrigation Management: In the initial
period of working the SO concentrated on preliminary activities like preliminary visit to Project villages,
collection of basic information, WUA Data collection, Etc. By the end of the Contract period the SO made
preliminary visits to 21project villages against the target of 21, collected basic information of 21 project
areas against target, conducted 21 awareness programs against 21,collected WUA data of 10 WUAs
against 10, completed 04 Micro plans against the target of 10. 3. Farmer Producer Organizations: During
the contract period no targets were given for both the financial years 2019-20 & 2021 from the Agriculture
department. However, the SO on instructions of PMU taken up the initial activities under this component
like collecting the basic information on existing FPOs and assessment of the Farmers readiness to form
FIGs and VFFs.
Till date mapped the existing 4 FPOs and assessed the farmers readiness in 10 project villages. 4.
Livelihood Activities: The Animal Husbandry Activity is not applicable in this district. The SO concentrated
on the Fishing Activity. During the contract period listed out the Fishermen households under 4 Tanks
against the target of 7. Prepared 4 tank wise Action plans against 7, and conducted 4 Project awareness
and Fishery component against the target of 7. The table below shows the year wise Targets and
Achievements of the project activities.
S.No

Activity

1
2

Introductory visits
Collecting baseline
Information
PIM awareness
WUA Data collection
Micro plans
WUA Trainings
Wall writings
Mapping of FPOs
Assessment of farmers
readiness to form VFFs
No of VFFs formed
Listing of Fishermen
households
Preparation of Tank wise
Action Plan

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

2019-20
Target
Achievement
10
10
10
10

2020-21
Target
Achievement
11
11
0
0

21
10
10
14
21
5
10

10
10
4
2
0
2
3

11
0
6
12
21
3
7

11
0
2
6

10
7

0
4

10
3

0
2

4

2

2

2

3
4
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Submission of Reports: The Aranya SO submitted initially the inception report, also submitted the
monthly Physical Progress Reports, Descriptive monthly progress reports and Quarterly progress reports
and annual reports

Constraints: Election notifications, CORONA Pandemic had affected the progress of activities.
Inordinate delay of the payments lead to frequent Staff turnover and also affected the completion of
planned Activities

State Level Workshop on Adaptation of Post-Harvest Parameters influencing the
Quality and Market price of Chillies

Introduction
A state level workshop was conducted by Andhra Pradesh Food
Processing Society (APFPS) and Andhra Pradesh Irrigation and
Livelihood Improvement Project (APILIP) – II on Adaptation of PostHarvest Parameters influencing the Quality and Market price of
Chillies at Vankayalapadu in Guntur district on 27-04-2020.

Objectives of the workshop
1. To create awareness on Post-harvest Technology and Value Addition of Chillies.
2. To emphasize the importance of Quality, Food Safety and Traceability in Chillies
Value Chain.
The workshop was started with participants registration) and Ms. D.T.Aarti, APFPS welcomed
the participants and guests. Key note address was given by L. Sridhar Reddy,CEO, APFPS and
explained, in brief, the activities of APFPS and objectives of the workshop.

During the first session after key note address Dr. P.S Raghavaiah, SPD, WRD, APILIP –II explained
the activities of APILIP-II and briefed on brief on Food Value Chain and its importance. The
Project Management Unit, APILIP-II, Water Resources Department, Govt of Andhra Pradesh
gave the presentation on Pilot Programme Food Value Chain for Strategic Crops.
Ms. N. Sujatha,DDH, Guntur has given presentation on Existing farmer cultivation practices
and scope for enhanced productivity.
Mr. Bharat, Team Lead, PPIC, APILIP – II explained about product branding and marketing.
Mr. KS Murthy,ITC, Guntur explained processing and value addition of Chillies.
During second session after lunch Mr. Srinivasa Reddy from Srihit Labs explained Oleoresin
extraction and its marketing.
Team from SGS Academy gave presentation on Quality, Food Safety, Certifications and
Traceability
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Mr. Benny, e-Marketing , Essential e- commerce Marketing strategies
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Mr. Ravi Naik,Synthite Industries LTD explained Latest trends in Chilli value addition

Integrated Water shed Development Program:
Supported by: Govt. of Telangana
Integrated
Watershed
Management
Programme (IWMP) is
implemented
by
Department of Land
Resources of Ministry of
Rural
Development. The main
objective of IWMP is to
restore
ecological
balance by harnessing, conserving and developing degraded natural resources such as soil,
vegetative cover and water.
Aranya Agricultural Alternatives NGO has been allotted IWMP V & VI batch watershed in
Adilabad District. IWMP V batch Lakkaram watershed covering around 5000 ha.

Activities carried out:


Entry point activities has been carried out in Birsaipets, Danthenapalli ,
Ghanapoor and Lakkaram



Total 132 school benches have been distributed under EPA project and
Ridge portion of the watershed is almost covered with NRM works



Motivated farmers and mobilized 5% Watershed Development fund (WDF) has
been deposited to respective micro watersheds bank accounts



images of completed works uploaded to the "Bhuvan " server

 Carried out activities of institution development and capacity building activities
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remaining will be distribute very soon

Permaculture Designers Course 2020-2021:
The Permaculture Design Course is an internationally recognized, 12 day resident course resulting
in a Permaculture Design Certificate (PDC). Credit for this course is now accepted by a growing
number of universities around the world.
The course provides an introduction to Permaculture design as set forth by the movement’s
founder, Bill Mollison in 1978. The word ‘Permaculture’ is a contraction of “Permanent
Agriculture” and also of “Permanent Culture”. The aim of Permaculture is to create systems that
are ecologically sound, economically viable and self-sustaining.
The premise of Permaculture is based on observation of natural systems, the wisdom found in
traditional farming practices, entwined with modern technological and scientific know-how to
create a conscious design and a cultivated ecology. It is a multidisciplinary toolbox that covers
agriculture, water harvesting, renewable energy, natural building, agroforestry, waste
management, animal systems, appropriate technology, economics and community development.
Permaculture offers a solution-based approach to conscious design. It alters how one lives their
life, their relationship with Mother Earth and all her life-forms. Therefore, this course is for anyone
who would like to live an ecologically balanced life and contribute towards a sustainable future.
We encourage participants from all walks of life, professions and countries, as more varied the
batch, the richer the take-away. The PDC is a great way to meet and learn from a variety of
individuals thus creating a community around people with similar interests. Students who attend
PDC usually end up keeping in touch, building strong bonds where they support, encourage and
celebrate each other.
The PDC is conducted in English. Translation of tough/vernacular words are tackled with the help
of students and the instructors. In case a local expert (farmer, healer) is invited for a session,
translators are made available.
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During this year COVID pandemic situation, January to march 2020, three batches Permaculture
Designers’ Courses was organized with 84 participants. In every PDC batch 2-3 participants will
be provided full or partial scholarships. In March PDC, lock down declared by the Govt. this batch
around 28 participants from8 countries including Indians. They stayed for from March to July 20.
After the lock down is over again in the month of October 20 to December 20 three batches of
PDC training was organized. Total in this financial year April 20 to March 21 total 122 members
were trained on permaculture.
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Farmer Support Program:
Supported by: Individual Donors
Individual donations were received by Aranya to support small and marginal
farmers to carry out regenerative agriculture practices and to introduce indigenous
animals for communities for the sustainable development.
Based on the previous experience in sangareddy district, similarly introduced
indigenous cattle for the 5 families in Nirmal District. Out of five animals three
animals were delivered and giving milk for the families. Similarly in the farming
systems has given good results. Each family has got two tractor loads of farm yard
manure for the crops, better milk instead of pocket milk, reduction in the plastic
usage. Increased number of animals in the home 2-3 animals in two years period.
Most of the male calf’s were sold at the age one and half year. Approximate income
each family has got 15-20000.
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Plant material: established nursery growing indigenous plant species it should be
available and accessible to many individuals , chiraniji, citrus medica, karakkay,
thnaikaya , palakodicha, mahuva , wild guava, janapandlu etc…, these seedlings
was shared with many of individual farmers . by introducing these species in the
conventional systems, resilient production systems will be developed.
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